SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
Join the fight against covid-19
with a Globally focused
pandemic Hackathon

Final Prizes Awarded April 30, 2020
codevid19.com
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WHAT IS CODEVID-19?
CODEVID-19 is a globally focused pandemic hackathon organized to encourage
the rapid creation of tools and solutions specifically for solving new problems
arising as the world adapts to the COVID-19 outbreak. Our objective is to
improve the quality of life of people during the pandemic, and we believe
that fostering rapid development of pandemic solutions is crucial.
With your assistance, we will be providing mentorship and prizes for over 600
participants from around the world. Hackathons provide a ground floor from
which teams can imagine, design and innovate, and this event will be a
catalyst for creating some of the key resources that will be used the world over
in the weeks to come.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
By sponsoring CODEVID-19, you can help make a difference across the globe.
While financial contributions are important for prizes and supporting our hackers,
ultimately our goal is to foster useful and sustainable applications that can help
the world. We strongly encourage contributions of tools and resources such as
web hosting, cloud computing, and other services that can help participants
create lasting solutions.
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BENEFITS PER TIER
Looking for something we don't have
listed? Let us know!

Bronze
$1000
USD

Silver
$3000
USD

Gold
$5000
USD
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GENERAL
Company branding on CODEVID-19 website
Create and award custom prizes (with approval)
Listed on API directory
Participate in judging (limited availability)
Access to recruitment channel on Slack
Company branding on CODEVID-19 social media
Prize category presented by your company

CONTACT US

Want to donate services or resources?
Get in touch at sponsor@codevid19.com!

TO SPONSOR CODEVID-19

NOTE

Kevin de Haan, Sponsorships
sponsor@codevid19.com

Sponsorship amounts can be donated to the not for
profit Dev Edmonton Society, which will be
responsible for awarding the prizes to the winner.

OTHER CONTACTS

General Info
contact@codevid19.com
Lead Organizer
mark@devedmonton.com

LINKS
CODEVID-19 Website
codevid19.com

Dev Edmonton Society
devedmonton.com

